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A - What is the meaning of the underlined words? 

1.  Fornication, Highway robbery, false accusation of fornication and drunkenness are known as 
God's limits in Islamic law. Lashing, public humiliation and imprisonment have been recognized as 
punishments. ( نمره2 ) 

 
B - Translate the texts. The academic meaning of the underlined words are considerable. There will 
not any score for general meaning. 

2.  Apostasy is a Hudud crime, while others include rebellion against a legitimate ruler as Hudud 
crime. ( نمره2 ) 

 
3. agree on seeing the action.  witnessesthat at least two  secretlyAs general the theft had to be made   

Testimony of witnesses must be identical and also the confessions must be evident. ( نمره2 ) 
 

4.  The Islamic law based on direct retaliation. Therefore to condemn an accused guy in murdering, 
you have not to forfeit the claim. ( نمره2 ) 

 
5.  Thus any weapon used must have been sharp. Murder by strangulation cannot be acceptable as an 

intentional death. ( نمره2 ) 
 

6.  The plaintiff raised against judge's verdict ( نمره2 ) 
 

7.  The methods of punishment were not fixed for must crimes. ( نمره2 ) 
 

8.  If judge is sure that the convicted guy is insolvent, he has no right to make his/her to work as 
payment for his/her debts ( نمره2 ) 

 
9.  Maliki laws accepts imprisonment in perpetuity. ( نمره2 ) 

 
10.  If a murder case is left unsolved, the compensation may fall upon the person who owns the land 

where the body was discovered. In this case he and a group of fifty other people must all swear. It 
is called Qasama. ( نمره2 ) 
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